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Abstract

Telling A Different Geographic Story: Garreting, License, and the

Making of Chicago’s Ida B. Wells Homes

Susan Quesal, M.A.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010

Supervisor:  Shirley Thompson

The Ida B. Wells Homes, the first black-occupied housing project built in

Chicago, were completed in 1941.  Throughout their construction and inhabitation, the

black community in Chicago worked to create a self-contained space which would

control the visibility/invisibility of its black inhabitants and, symbolically, the black

community as a whole.  Taking as theoretical grounding Katherine McKittrick’s work on

garreting and Susan Lepselter’s work on license, this essay argues that the Ida B. Wells

Homes were a South Side garret for the black community, a space in which freedom

became defined by its own boundaries and wherein this freedom could work in tandem

with dominant geographies of oppression to construct a “different” geographic story.

This “different” geography intended to alter perceptions of black life by working against

dominant geographic narratives that were prevalent at the time, such as those put forth by

the Chicago School of Sociology.
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INTRODUCTION

On June 8, 1941, a group of “principals” as the Chicago Defender would call them1

gathered at 454 East Pershing Road in Chicago, Illinois to lay the cornerstone for the

administration building of the recently opened Ida B. Wells Homes.  The Homes, an

unofficially segregated black housing project constructed on the north end of Chicago’s

South Side, stretched from 37th Street to 39th Street north to south and from South

Parkway (now Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard) to Cottage Grove Avenue east to west,

covering 47 acres and providing Chicago’s black community with 1,662 brand-new,

government run apartments and row houses.  The first family moved into the Homes on

January 18, 1941, and the project was 90% occupied by the time of the cornerstone

ceremony in June.  Many of the major characters from the story of the Ida B. Wells

Homes were present or represented at the ceremony:  Robert Taylor, then vice-chairman

of the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA); Ida K. Brown, president of the Ida B. Wells

Women’s Club and champion of the project’s controversial naming; Howard Shaw and

Lemuel G. McDougall, superintendent and assistant superintendent of construction,

respectively.  Bishop William J. Walls of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion church

gave a talk on “Ideals of the home” and Reverend Augustus Bennett of Grace

Presbyterian Church offered “prayers for the program and for the cornerstone

ceremonies.”2  The drum and bugle corps of the George L. Giles Post of the American

Legion played “patriotic” music, and “workman” Eldridge Johnson sealed the

cornerstone at the culmination of the ceremony.

These wide ranging interests had gathered not just to mark the physical end of

construction on the Homes, but also to embed the landscape of the project with historical
                                                  
1 “Cornerstone of Wells Homes to Be Laid Today,” Chicago Defender, June 8, 1941, S1.
2 “Lay Ida B. Wells Homes Cornerstone,” Chicago Defender, June 21, 1941, 8.
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documents from the life of Ida B. Wells-Barnett, the project’s namesake.  The stone so

honorably sealed by Workman Johnson contained a copper canister, which contained a

manila folder, which contained roughly six documents or objects of historical interest

related to the life of Ida B. Wells-Barnett, the work of the Ida B. Wells Women’s Club,

and the creation and naming of the project itself.  According to one Defender article,

Robert Taylor alluded to the possibility that “fifty years from now, there may be another

ceremony…when posterity will open the cornerstone and learn the fascinating story of

this achievement in Chicago’s housing history.”3  Here, deeply embedded within a sealed

stone, those “principals” or community interests buried remnants from the life of Ida

Wells and the saga of the project’s construction where they would be present in the

landscape yet completely hidden from view for an indefinite period of time.

It is my contention that the act of sealing historical documents into the project’s

ceremonial cornerstone exemplifies and mirrors the kind of negotiation among

hiding/revealing, visibility/invisibility, representation/concealment, restriction/access,

and freedom/surveillance that occurred within the wider project and among its residents

and administrators.  The cornerstone and its historical entrails do symbolic work in the

context of the project that reflects the actual political work which residents and

administrators performed through the creation, use, and management of the project’s

physical and social space, within the context of Chicago’s particular political geography

and the racial geography of both the city and the nation.  Taking as my theoretical

grounding Katherine McKittrick’s important work on black women’s geographies and

Susan Lepselter’s work on license, I will attempt in this essay to examine and describe

the nuanced play of power and negotiation between racial groups, economic classes, the

state, and its citizens of which the Ida B. Wells Homes and its project of racial and social

                                                  
3 Ibid., my emphasis.
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uplift are exemplary.  In this space, residents produced for themselves a mediated

freedom from poverty and crime, a right to inhabit livable space, in tandem with the

processes of racial and social domination that bounded their experience of that freedom.

Residents defined, transgressed, shifted, and respected the boundaries placed on the

carefully and tenuously constructed freedoms found within the confines of the Wells

Homes, constantly reshaping and renegotiating this space of license through both the

everyday and extraordinary actions that characterize the work of inhabiting a space.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

In 1935, the Public Works Administration (PWA) began planning a housing

project to be located on Chicago’s South Side and open to black residents.  The PWA had

already funded three other housing projects in the city—the Jane Addams Homes on

West Taylor Street, the Julia Lathrop Homes on Diversey Parkway near the Chicago

River, and the Trumbull Park Homes on East 106th Street—but all three had been built in

predominantly white areas of the city and housed primarily white residents.4  In

November 1933, A.L. Foster, then executive secretary of the Chicago Urban League,

called a small meeting to discuss housing problems in Chicago’s black neighborhoods.

This meeting grew into a movement that would culminate with the submission of a

proposal for a low-cost housing project on the South Side, sent to the PWA in February

of 1934.  The Chicago Defender published a supplement on the history and development

of the Ida B. Wells Homes in October 1940, which reported that the proposal for the

south side housing project was “the first plans [sic] and application to be submitted by

any group of citizens of Chicago.”5  The committee formed after the meeting in 1933 had

selected the site, and after submitting the plans to Washington, they named Foster the

publicity director and charged him with “the responsibility of developing a public opinion

among Negroes.”6  Members of the Illinois State Housing Board had selected the other

                                                  
4 Some of the literature on the Lathrop Homes reports that they were an integrated housing project, but the
number of units available to black residents city-wide remained low.  Further, though the city was never
officially segregated, black residents of a housing project in a primarily white neighborhood would likely
have faced discrimination at local businesses and from residents of the areas surrounding the project.  In
other words, though the Lathrop Homes may have housed a handful of black families, it would be a
mistake to think of the project as one which fully addressed the housing needs of the black community or
which actively worked to integrate public housing in Chicago.  Those homes would have existed outside of
the black world of Chicago’s South Side at a time when being “out of place” would have still been a
dangerous and intimidating proposition.
5 “History of Fight for Housing Project Told,” Chicago Defender, October 26, 1940, Part III, 16.
6 Ibid.
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three project sites with little to no input from local interests or potential project residents.

Generally speaking, these project sites were selected based on the availability of easily

acquirable property rather than due to the requests of vocal advocates within white ethnic

communities.7  The interaction between state agencies and the local black community,

mediated by black leadership, found in the history of the Ida B. Wells Homes was unique

among the PWA projects.  This sort of community/agency collaboration would continue

to characterize the development of the Homes over the course of its planning,

construction, and implementation.

In 1937, the PWA turned responsibility for public housing projects over to the

Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and local housing authorities like the CHA in Chicago,

which only heightened the role of local leadership in the planning and construction

processes.  The CHA appointed Robert Taylor, one of Chicago’s prominent black

leaders, to the position of vice-chairman in 1938, answering the call from the black

community and black media for representation of the race on the CHA board.  Around

the same time, the Chicago chapter of the Ida B. Wells Women’s Club, a national social

and philanthropic club for black women, began campaigning for the project to be named

for Wells.  The club distributed a flyer with the headline, “Let’s Make History” sometime

in 1938 or early 1939 listing seven reasons why Wells should be the namesake of the

housing project and encouraging supporters to write a letter to Joseph McCarthy,

chairman of the CHA, expressing their desire to see the project named for Wells.  The

flyer explains that individuals in the black community “owe[d] it to your race, your

community and yourself to co-operate with this movement,”8 citing Wells’ “38 years of

                                                  
7 D. Bradford Hunt, “What Went Wrong with Public Housing in Chicago? A History of the Chicago
Housing Authority, 1933 – 1982” (PHD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 2000).
8 “Let’s Make History!” n.d., Edith T. Ross Collection, Box 1, Folder 1, University of Illinois at Chicago
Library Special Collections.
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service to the elevation of her race”9 as the primary reason she deserved the honor the

club was attempting to bestow.  The flyer also notes Wells’ national and international

work against lynching in the late 19th century, her commitment and contributions to the

founding of numerous black social, political, and community organizations, and her work

with Jane Addams to desegregate Chicago schools.  In June of 1939, the CHA agreed to

change the name of the project from the generic, non-raced South Parkway Garden

Homes to the Ida B. Wells Homes, a major victory for Chicago’s black leadership and for

the black community at large.

Beginning in 1939 when workers broke ground on the project and continuing until

its completion in 1941, the physical construction of the Homes remained a contentious

presence in black newspapers like the Chicago Defender as well as in mainstream

publications like the Chicago Tribune.10  Plagued by labor issues and resistance on the

part of white real estate interests in surrounding areas, the construction of the Homes was

in many ways a continual struggle for those invested in its completion.  In 1939, as

construction finally began on the much contested development, the frequency of

newspaper articles on the issues surrounding construction reached a fever pitch.  In July

of that year, the Tribune reported that an insurance broker named Robert C. Geigel had

filed an injunction in the state courts against the housing project as a taxpayer, claiming

that because the bid for the job had been awarded as a lump sum, rather than awarding

separate bids for different facets of the construction, the eventual cost of the housing

                                                  
9 Ibid.
10 The lack of accessible records from the CHA remains a difficulty for those interested in researching
public housing in Chicago.  While the national PWA and FHA archive in Washington provided a wealth of
information about early land acquisition efforts and planning for the homes, the shift from federal control to
local control in 1937 essentially ends the availability of institutional records related to the construction of
the project.  Because of this archival lacuna, the majority of my history of construction comes from
newspaper articles published at the time.  While I understand that using newspaper archives, particularly
from publications with a stated interest in the project, necessarily creates a biased picture of events, the
limitations of the archive affect my ability to provide a more objective history.
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project to the taxpayers of Chicago would be higher than it need be.11  That injunction

was withdrawn later the same month, but a similar injunction was filed in the local courts

after bids had been awarded.  The second injunction, according to an article in the

Defender , garnered a strong response from the local community, and a mass

demonstration was held on Sunday, July 30, 1939 on the proposed building site.12  A.L.

Foster, one of the original proponents of building a low-cost housing project on the South

Side, gave a “vigorous speech”13 at the demonstration, along with Robert Taylor and Earl

B. Dickerson, Alderman of the Second Ward.  The Defender reported that the speakers

“condemned the obstructions which have delayed the building of these homes,”14 fighting

back against the legal and political maneuverings of those local interests opposed to

construction.  Unlike the predominantly white ethnic PWA housing projects, which went

up quickly in response to Depression-era housing needs, the construction of the Wells

Homes required regular intervention on the part of local black leadership.  Six years after

first calling a meeting to discuss housing on the South Side, Foster was still giving

speeches at rallies in support of the construction of low-cost housing for black citizens of

Chicago.  At no point did the CHA alone fight against those community interests that

would have shut the project down.  Black leadership and the black public in Chicago

remained an integral part of the fight for decent housing at every step of the Wells

Homes’ creation.

White real-estate interests were not the only opposition the Wells Homes faced.

Near the end of September 1939, the Defender began reporting on a labor strike that had

once again halted operations at the building site.  Labor unions objected to the use of

                                                  
11 “Housing Project Contract Award Halted By Writ,” Chicago Daily Tribune, July 25, 2939, 2.
12 “Attempt to Block Chicago Housing Project Fails; Ready to Begin Work,” Chicago Defender, August 5,
1939, 1.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
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machines for certain jobs, arguing that such cost-cutting devices also cut jobs.  The

contractors for the job countered that their low bid for the job had been based on the use

of such equipment.  Meanwhile, South Side residents found themselves “in a receptive

mood for militant suggestions,”15 both out of work and without decent housing because

of a conflict in which they had no part.  In response to what was viewed as a growing

crisis in a city with a not so distant history of race riots, the Illinois State Senate

appointed a committee on “race problems in urban areas”16 whose first order of business

was to deal with labor relations in Chicago.  The strike was settled on October 23, 1939,

but the resolution required the involvement of a mediator from the U.S. Department of

Labor.17

Construction continued smoothly from the end of the strike until the completion

of the project; however, controversy and unrest still plagued the housing development.

Early in 1940, the Chicago newspapers began to discuss the potential hiring of staff for

the completed projects, including a housing manager.  Robert Taylor in February

suggested that the housing authority might not be able to find black applicants who would

be both capable of and qualified for the management positions.  A public outcry

followed, and the Defender published a series of articles and letters to the editor about the

subject in the following months.18  One notable article from the Defender expressed

outrage that such a statement should emanate from the only black member of the CHA

board: “We fought for Mr. Taylor’s appointment to the Authority with the sanguine hope

that he would be consistent in safeguarding and promoting the interest and welfare of our

people in this community…What is so abstruse, so complex and involved about federal

                                                  
15 “Taylor Says Three Groups Halt Project,” Chicago Defender, October 14, 1939, 6.
16 “Rackets Held to Blame for Project Delay,” Chicago Defender, October 7, 1939, 11.
17 “U.S. Settles Housing Strike in Chicago,” Chicago Defender, October 28, 1939, 24.
18 “Federal Housing Management,” Chicago Defender, February 3, 1940, 14; For additional information
see Chicago Defender, February-March 1940.
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housing management that no ‘Negro’ in a population of 300,000 can qualify for the

job?”19  The community leaders that had fought to get Taylor his position on the board

viewed his lack of faith as a betrayal. Black applicants eventually filled two of the

management positions (Housing Manager Oscar Brown and General Superintendent

Howard Shaw), however, and by August the Tribune could report that the last brick had

been laid for the Ida B. Wells Homes.20

A dedication for the project was planned for October 27, 1940.  The Defender

reported that the ceremony would be “elaborate, attracting bigwigs from the national

capital and other centers” and that the dedicatory parade would feature “a panorama of

low-rent housing projects…in miniature.”21  Unfortunately, controversy marred the

dedication ceremony as well.  Although the Tribune article22 mentions no irregularities,

the Defender on November 2, 1940 featured an article on the picket line of “disgruntled

workers” that surrounded the project and nearly caused a cancellation of the event.

Mayor Edward Kelly, a scheduled speaker, was unable to attend, although the parade and

many of the other celebratory events went along as scheduled.  By December, the homes

were nearly ready for occupancy but still lacked the necessary finishing details, such as

the soap dishes that became a major point of contention in the public press.23  Although

the Defender reported that the black community had a strong interest in getting into the

homes as quickly as possible, Taylor thought it best to wait until workers had attended to

all interior details in order to ensure that the homes were in the best possible condition at

the time of occupancy.24  An aptly titled article, “The Ida B. ‘Sick’ Project,” appeared in

                                                  
19 Ibid.
20 “Last Brick Laid in $9,000,000 Negro Housing Project,” Chicago Daily Tribune, August 17, 1940, 12.
21 “Ida Wells Homes Dedication October 27,” Chicago Defender, October 19,1940, 9.
22 “15,000 Dedicate New Ida B. Wells Housing Project,” Chicago Daily Tribune, October 28, 1940, 13.
23 “Much Debated Question: Are Wells Homes Ready?” Chicago Defender, December 28, 1940, 5.
24 Ibid.
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the Defender on January 11, 1941, just a week before the first residents would move into

the project, outlining the many stumbling blocks the project had faced as it slowly came

into being, and asserting that “it is quite obvious that sinister forces are at work”25 in the

latest round of delays.  The article places much of the blame for delays on Taylor, whom

it accuses of neglecting the interests of the black community:  “When we fought for the

appointment of a Negro on the Authority it was with the hope that the welfare of our

people would be safeguarded against misrepresentation and collusion…We want militant,

uncompromising and active representation, for decent housing is one of the most vital

issues with which our community is concerned.”26  With the occupancy of the Homes the

following week, however, the contention and debate that surrounded construction waned

in the public press, replaced by a boosterism that would characterize the public face of

the project as it became an inhabited and lived space.

The “Wellstown” Grand Opening Jubilee and the articles published about the

event provide a prime example of the shape of this boosterism.  An article published in

the Tribune on the day of the jubilee states that the residents of Wellstown “are inviting

the public to inspect their modern community as part of Wellstown jubilee week.”27  The

public was not invited to celebrate slum clearance or to rejoice in the potential for

affordable housing, both primary reasons for the creation of the Homes.  Rather, they

were invited to come and scrutinize not just the project’s facilities but also the

community inhabiting the space.  It is worth noting here that visitors to the project were

invited to see and read the community inhabiting the Homes as a “modern” one, a term

which indicates the role of this particular space in the larger process of the creation of

                                                  
25 “The Ida B. ‘Sick’ Project,” Chicago Defender, January 11, 1941, 14.
26 Ibid.
27 “Jubilee Opens Today at Wells Housing Project,” Chicago Daily Tribune, August 24, 1941, S1. My
emphasis.
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black urban modernity going on in the city of Chicago at the time.  Adam Green’s

excellent text Selling the Race: Culture, Community, and Black Chicago 1940-1955

(2007) argues that following the Great Migration, black citizens of Chicago actively

engaged with processes of modernization and modernity to construct and engage with an

emergent black national identity.  While his text does not specifically focus on housing,

Green’s introductory remarks about the unique and imaginative forms by which the black

community in Chicago negotiated their role in the modern, urban environment can help

us understand how the Ida Wells Homes functioned within the context of a larger social

and racial project.  One of Green’s central contentions is that the black community’s

“cultural initiative…reworked core conditions and institutions of urban life, even as they

themselves were transformed by experiences encountered in Chicago.”28  Green’s text

focuses on economic and market-based institutions, but the Wells Homes certainly

performed similar work.  As we have seen, the creation and construction of the Homes

required a regular attention on the part of black leadership and the wider black public.

The production of this space demanded a constant confrontation and negotiation with the

systems that otherwise would control and define urban life for black citizens.  This sort of

confrontation with control characterizes the process of becoming modern, not just for

black citizens, but for all groups which have, at some point, found themselves

experiencing the industrial city for the first time.  Green writes that the “intertwining of

freedom and control”29 constitutes the core of the modern condition, and the use of the

term modern to describe the Homes allows us see them as a space produced through the

interaction between the two sides of this binary.  For the black community, a group which

                                                  
28 Adam Green, Selling the Race:  Culture, Community, and Black Chicago 1940-1955, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 1-2.
29 Ibid., 4.
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is often seen as “history’s victims, rather than its makers,”30 the public display of this

generative space can be read as an attempt to provide evidence of a successful interaction

between the racial community and the modern city.  The physical space of the Homes

would provide an example to the wider black community and to the city of Chicago at

large of the kind of social and cultural “modernization” that could be wrought through

careful and thorough alterations of the urban built environment.

The Defender echoed this sentiment in an article about the jubilee that presents

the Homes as an example of the social uplift that can be wrought through spatial change

in areas considered by the wider public to be hopeless.  The article calls it a “well

appointed and admirably administered project on one of the finest sites in the city”31

before launching into a lengthy description of the types of unlivable slums that had

previously filled the neighborhood.  Under these horrible conditions, the article reports,

people “could not do much about their health problems, about crime and juvenile

delinquency and upheavals between and within families.”32  There is hope, however, for

“investments in developments like the Ida B. Wells Homes [that] will pay high social

dividends to our community and nation.”33 As the Homes became inhabited, the press

shifted from presenting the space as a scene of contention and racial strife to portraying

the Homes as a utopian space with the ability to change the social fabric of the wider

black community.  The choice to call the celebration a “jubilee” is a further indication of

this hopefulness.  The term most frequently appears as a descriptor of the celebrations

that took place among Southern black folk following emancipation.  By associating the

term with the celebration of the Homes’ completion, those in charge of the celebration

                                                  
30 Ibid., 2.
31 “The Wellstown Jubilee,” Chicago Defender, September 6, 1941, 14.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
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marked it as a celebration of freedom, of emancipation from the oppressive systems that

had confined black life to unlivable slums that bred social disease and disorder.  And, just

as emancipation had served as a symbolic end to systemic oppression, the Wellstown

Jubilee too marked the symbolic end of the struggle for decent housing.  After the jubilee

in 1941, press coverage of the Ida B. Wells Homes dropped off significantly, as the area

became in the public imagination a space in which a portion of the black community

lived rather than a space for which the black community at large had to fight.
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GARRETING AND LICENSE

The symbolic work of the Homes did not end with the Grand Opening Jubilee,

however.  The Homes continued to play a distinct role in political, social, and racial

geography of Chicago, a role which can be illuminated by Katherine McKittrick’s work

on garreting34 in her book Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of

Struggle (2006).  McKittrick’s chapter, “The Last Place They Thought Of: Black

Women’s Geographies,” centers on the slave narrative of Harriet Jacobs/Linda Brent.

Brent hid in a nine-foot by seven-foot by three-foot space above her grandmother’s house

on a Southern plantation for seven years prior to escaping slavery, and wrote in her slave

narrative that she saw this move into the garret as a “loophole of retreat”35 and her first

step toward emancipation.  Despite the (literally) crippling physical limitations of the

space, the garret provided Brent with a space in which she could be present in the

landscape of slavery without being completely subject to it.  Brent drilled holes in the

walls of the garret, which allowed her to observe the daily life of the plantation, including

watching her children play in the yard, without being seen.  McKittrick calls the garret a

“usable paradoxical space”36 in that it allows Jacobs to occupy multiple, seemingly

disconnected (representational, material, experiential) spaces simultaneously and to use

them to articulate what McKittrick terms a “different geography,” an alternative

geography of slavery that reverses the direction of seeing and undermines structures that
                                                  
34 McKittrick borrows the term “garreting” from Hortense Spillers’ essay, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe:
An American Grammar Book.”  In Spillers’ work, the term applies primarily to psychic spaces and the
political/social positioning of black womanhood in and through maternity or motherhood in the context of
slavery.  My essay will take from McKittrick’s use of the term, which avoids motherhood and focuses
instead on physical spaces (as well as social/political spaces) inhabited by black women and their use in
creating alternative geographies.
35 Harriet Jacobs [Linda Brent], Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, cited in Katherine McKittrick,
Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2006), 37.
36 McKittrick, 42.
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draw their power from the visibility and utility of the black female body.  Specifically,

McKittrick writes that Brent’s “seeable presence is crucial to [her master’s] sense of

place”37 and that the “hierarchy of racial power and knowledge…is spatially organized” 38

around the body-scales of both the dominated and dominating racial subjects entangled in

and through the workings of slavery.  Through Brent’s self-captivity in the garret, these

“seeable body-scales”39—race, sex, and gender, according to McKittrick—become

invisible, undermining the logic of visualization which undergirds the power of the

slaveholder, while allowing Brent to remain present in and aware of the surrounding

landscape of slavery.  The existing landscape provides Brent with what McKittrick calls a

painful spatial choice, in which the slave woman can either be painfully physically

confined but beyond her master’s gaze or less physically restricted but subject to the

power inherent in slavery’s logic of visualization.  Her active choice of physical

confinement and her use of existing spaces to create a “loophole of retreat,” a space

within slavery where “she is not enslaved,”40 encourages us to read the garret as a

constructed space of action and activity rather than a space in which Brent passively

waits for her moment of escape or recapture.  Rather, Brent’s retreat to the garret

“demonstrate[s] an unresolved, but workable, opposition to geographic domination.”41

Brent’s use of the garret is a spatial strategy employed by an active participant in the

creation of an alternative or “different” geography that exists across the dominant

landscape of power.

McKittrick’s conception of “different” geographies or geographies that exist

“across” landscapes of power bears further explanation.  She is careful to point out that
                                                  
37 Ibid., 40.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid., 41.  Author’s emphasis.
41 Ibid., 40.
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despite Brent’s sense of emancipation within the garret, her body and the space it inhabits

remain “punishable”42 should her position be discovered.  McKittrick writes that Brent’s

narrative raises the question of geographic freedom without providing a complete answer,

outlining only what McKittrick calls the “shape of the mystery.”43  Brent shifts the

geographic organization of power slightly through her narrative and her spatial choices,

but her “desired place cannot be fully resolved on the existing geographic terms laid out

for her”44 because no place existed at the time in which she would have been completely

free from the far-reaching geography of slavery.  Instead, Brent creates a “different”

geography through her spatial strategizing, positioning herself “everywhere and nowhere,

north and south, unvisibly present across the landscape, in the last place they thought

of.”45  Her body is hidden “deep within the crevices of power,” 46 but she as a subject

remains an “unvisible” presence in the landscape.  The garret painfully embeds her in a

geography of power without requiring that she be completely subject to it.

Another facet of these “different” geographies according to McKittrick is their

relationship to the boundaries which create them.  McKittrick consistently refers to the

“perimeters” of the garret as inextricably connected to everything that exists outside of

them, specifically in terms of the physical threat of slavery to the black female body.  In

other words, the freedom that Brent experiences while confined in the garret is defined by

the boundaries to that freedom which the world outside the garret creates.  She is not

unequivocally “free” but rather has created or produced a space of freedom or critique for

herself through spatial strategizing and use of the landscape.  Dominant geographies of

power border that space of freedom, which McKittrick terms an “oppositional” space,
                                                  
42 Ibid., 43.
43 Ibid., 39.
44 Ibid., 44.
45 Ibid., 42.
46 Ibid., 44.
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allowing Brent to produce a “workable and ‘insurgent’ geography…in tandem with

practices of domination.”47  Here, spaces of emancipation and slavery work in

conjunction, creating one another through their connection and opposition.

Above all, McKittrick’s discussion of garreting functions within a larger

argument about the geographic work done by black women.  Much of the chapter deals

with the idea of the “margin” and the people who inhabit it. McKittrick argues that the

use of the term “margin” as metaphor for a population’s role in a particular geography

undermines or delegitimizes the actual geographic work being done by that group; it

“flattens” the space.  She writes that a literal margin is something blank, empty, to the

outside, whereas metaphorical geographic margins are “actually inhabited by subaltern

communities.”48  She goes on to say, “The margin is therefore not a legitimate area of

deep social or geographic inquiry—it is a site of dispossession, it is an ungeographic

space, it is all too often a fleeting academic utterance, and therefore easy to empty out,

ignore, and add on in times of multicultural crises.”49  McKittrick offers that the concept

of garreting can be mobilized as an alternative to marginality that provides space for the

depth of experience and important geographic work that occurs within populations and

spaces that might be dismissed as marginal in traditional geographies.  Her purpose here

is to assert that black women have and have always had a “meaningful relationship to

geography,”50 and that the lives of these women are “underwritten by ongoing and

innovative spatial practices that have always occurred, not on the margins, but right in the

middle of our historically present landscape.”51  In other words, alternative geographies

such as the one Brent created in the garret exist not outside of or on the margin of
                                                  
47 Ibid., 62.
48 Ibid., 58.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid., 60.
51 Ibid.
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traditional geographic understanding, but rather across (within and without, subject to but

not dominated by) the geographies of power present in landscapes of subjection and

slavery.  McKittrick writes that alternative or “different” geographies are not “necessarily

marginal, but are central to how we know and understand space and place.”52  The

negotiation and critique inherent in the kind of geographic work exemplified by Brent’s

garret produces space and gives meaning to it in tandem with dominant geographies of

power.

The concept of garreting dovetails Susan Lepselter’s discussion of the role of

license53 in communities that exist outside of an easy national “we.”  Lepselter

characterizes license as, “a degree of freedom that is ultimately shaped by its own

containment,”54 a statement which echoes McKittrick’s discussion of the role of

confinement and power in the creation of garreted space.  Lepselter argues that this

arrangement between state and citizen feels natural or “works” for “those whose

imagined community includes the ‘we’ of the representative-based state.”55  Those who

do not feel themselves to be a part of this community, however, experience a schism

between state power and individual freedom in which “the source of power is felt to be

simultaneously hyperpresent and hidden.”56  Lepselter uses the example of a driver’s

license to illustrate the larger concept.  A driver’s license is a government document that

                                                  
52 Ibid., 62.
53 My use of this term in this section comes from Susan Lepselter’s essay, “The License: Poetics, Power,
and the Uncanny” from the collection, E.T. Culture: Anthropology in Outerspaces, edited by Debbora
Battaglia (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2005).  While Lepselter uses license as an entry into a discussion of
narratives of the uncanny she uncovered during her fieldwork near Roswell, NM, I wish to apply the
concept of license more generally here.  Although there is space for a discussion of “flights from the
ordinary” within the oral narratives of project residents mentioned in a previous footnote, the scope of this
paper does not allow time nor space for such an analysis, and I leave a more in-depth use of Lepselter with
regard to public housing to future work.
54 Susan Lepselter, “The License: Poetics, Power, and the Uncanny,” in E.T. Culture: Anthropology in
Outerspaces, edited by Debbora Battaglia (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2005), 131.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
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identifies the licensee as a unit within a state-based system of power while

simultaneously granting the possessor of the license the “right” or freedom, granted by

that state power, of mobility in a motor vehicle.  For the ethnographic subjects in

Lepselter’s essay, getting a driver’s license means abandoning a certain level of freedom,

in their case characterized by an anonymity or feeling of being “off the grid,” for the

ability to move unmolested between the widely dispersed populated areas of the

American southwest.  In the context of the driver’s license, state power is hyperpresent in

that the physical license itself serves as a connection between the possessor’s daily life

and a state power, and yet that power also remains hidden, a structure or oppressive force

which exists just under the surface of the landscape.  The license simultaneously invites

that power in and protects the licensee against its intrusion in the form of fines or arrests

for those who would drive unlicensed.  The trade here occurs between a freedom of

movement and a freedom from being known by the state.  The terms of the state-

bestowed freedom (freedom of movement) is shaped by its containment within the rules

and regulations of the state power that grant this particular freedom in the first place.

Similar to the garret, then, license produces a freedom defined by its relationship to its

own boundaries.  Where the garret is a literal physical space as well as a symbolic one,

license exists primarily as a relational space between the state and the individual.  This

does not make the power of license or its effect on an individual’s experience of state

power any less real or tangible, however.  Lepselter’s licensees feel the same sort of

painful spatial confinement exemplified by the garret in McKittrick’s theoretical

geographic work.  Both frameworks illustrate the negotiation between state power and

individual mobility that produces a space of freedom through the acceptance and use of

confinement or constraint by those who wish to or need to work against dominant power

structures.
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THE CORNERSTONE AS GARRET

I want to return now to the ceremonial sealing of historical documents into the

cornerstone of the Ida B. Wells Homes’ administration building and community center.

To understand why the embedding of Ida Wells into this particular building carries so

much symbolic weight, it is important to realize how deeply connected this particular

building was to the rest of the project.  The connections between the administration

building and the project ran on multiple levels.  The U-shaped administration building

was divided into three unconnected but attached sections:  the administrative or office

wing on the east side of the building, the social wing on the west side of the building, and

the boiler room on the north side of the building, situated between the two wings.  Most

obviously, the administration wing served as the location of state-sponsored57

management of both the physical space of the project and of its residents.  Oscar Brown,

the housing manager, had his office in this building, and the front portion of the wing

housed the cashier’s office and information desk, as well as the general offices for the

project administration and a vault which presumably held the project’s cash stores.58  The

maintenance shops and stock room were located at the rear of the wing, near the

employee entrance, lockers, and lunchroom.  In the paint shop, general repair shop, and

mechanical repair shop, pieces of the physical homes that were not working or needed

repair would have been tinkered with and fixed.  Residents would have paid rent at the

cashier’s office in the front lobby, and potential residents would have reported to the

general offices for their interviews.  The records from the home visits that were part of

                                                  
57 Here I use the term “state” not to mean the state of Illinois but rather the state as in the general governing
body which provided funding and institutional support to the project.
58 All information about the physical layout and composition of the Homes comes from the blueprints,
available on microfilm in the Public Works Administration Housing Division files, Record Group 196,
National Archives II, College Park, MD.
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the application process would also have been kept in these offices.  The employees that

kept the physical structures in good shape would have taken their lunches in the

employee lunchroom and then spread back out into the rest of the development,

connecting this building with the rest of the project through the mundane activity of

maintenance.  Anyone who lived in the project would have had contact with this wing of

the building, through the control of the physical space mediated by the maintenance

workers, the financial flow of rent money, or the behavioral monitoring and selectivity of

the management.

The west wing of this building served as the community center for residents of the

Homes, a site of social connection between this structure and the residents.  This wing of

the building contained a basement gymnasium, a small kitchen on the first floor, and six

“social rooms” which were used for classes, health care events, and club meetings.  The

first edition of the Ida B. Wells Homes Community News, published on April 18, 1941,

contains pages of information on events and classes that would occur or had occurred at

the community center. The Community News section states that Rosa Morgan, director of

the community center, had begun “planning a full and comprehensive [recreational and

educational] program to cater to the interests of the tenants,”59 which would include “play

groups for children of pre-school age, play groups for older children and adults, games

for both old and young, handicraft classes, instrumental and choral groups; study groups

on Negro History, Health and First Aid, Credit Unions and Co-operatives, Federal

legislation dealing with unemployment, old-age pensions, wages and hours; drama, forms

[sic] on current events, etc.”60  The Youth Page includes a picture of a large group

                                                  
59 Mr. Bacon, “Community Center to House Recreation and Adult Activities for Thousands,” The Ida B.
Wells Community News, April 18, 1941, 12.  Edith T. Ross Collection, Oversize Material, Folder 10,
University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special Collections.
60 Ibid.
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gathered outside the community center to “enjoy [a] free movie and refreshments at the

I.B.W. Center, April 6th.”61  The Community News also reports that the main auditorium

could hold 800 people to “witness plays and moving pictures, or make merry in dancing

parties as the case may be.”62  This wing of the building served as a point of social and

cultural connection for residents, and because of its large size and wide variety of social

and educational programming, Morgan and others invested in the community center

clearly hoped it would appeal to the widest possible swath of residents.63  This building

would be a place where the community could grow and congeal, where residents could

meet and learn about one another, and where they could be educated about the forms of

citizenship the administration and other vested interests in the black community hoped

they would embody.  Residents would ideally flow into the community center and return

to their homes better educated, more deeply cultured, and more connected to their

neighborhood and its residents.

Beyond these intangible social and political connections, the administration

building was also physically connected to the entirety of the project.  The basement and

north section of the building housed the coal plant which provided heat to the entire

project.  The tall smokestack rising from the building’s center, adjacent to the “play area”

next to the community center, would have been visible from every corner of the project

and is seen in a majority of the photographs present in the historical record.  In the Plant

section of the Community News, Howard Shaw, the superintendent of the Homes,

                                                  
61 “Youth Page”, The Ida B. Wells Community News, April 18, 1941, 12.  Edith T. Ross Collection,
Oversize Material, Folder 10, University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special Collections.
62 Bacon, “Community Center to House Recreation and Adult Activities for Thousands.”
63 It bears mentions here that according to the Community News, the Ida B. Wells Homes were also the
only public housing project at the time to include a community center on site.  The article by Mr. Bacon
cited above calls the inclusion of the space “a wise foresight” on the part of the CHA as the 7,000 residents
of the Homes would “crave for leisure-time activities on an unheralded scale” after the project was fully
occupied.
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describes the “vast intricate system of cables and pipes and tile lines which bring to the

homes the electricity, the gas, the head, the hot and cold running water, and take away the

wastes.”64  Specifically, this underground system would have connected the coal plant in

the administration building with each of the Homes through the pipelines which carried

“high-temperature hot-water under forced circulation,”65 a method of heating preferable

to the “on again, off again”66 nature of traditional steam heat.  The boilers in the coal

plant also provided hot water to the Homes, a luxury not always available in the types of

housing present in other low-income and middle-income black neighborhoods at the time.

From the administration building, a hidden underground system physically connected the

residents with “all the features so essential to modern living in a clean sanitary

atmosphere.”67  The administration building even controlled the physical temperature of

the Homes, pumping out hot water and taking away the cold.  Despite its location on the

southwestern edge of the project, the administration building was central to the physical,

cultural, and social flows of the housing project as a whole.

Into this deeply connected structure, the “principals” of the project placed

documents related to the historical significance of both the project’s namesake and the

project itself.  None of the other PWA housing projects included a cornerstone time

capsule anywhere on site, despite their all having been named for prominent historical

figures.  Why did those invested in this project feel the need to complete this structure or

system of structures with a stone that included historical and biographical information

related to its naming and creation?  I contend that this stone functioned as a garret, like

                                                  
64 Howard Shaw, “Certain Features of the Plant,” The Ida B. Wells Community News, April 18, 1941, 17.
Edith T. Ross Collection, Oversize Material, Folder 10, University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special
Collections.
65 L.N. Robinson.  “The Plant,” The Ida B. Wells Community News, April 18, 1941, 17.  Edith T. Ross
Collection, Oversize Material, Folder 10, University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special Collections.
66 Ibid.
67 Shaw, “Certain Features of the Plant.”
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that found in Brent’s slave narrative and explicated by McKittrick, from which Ida Wells,

the project’s politically contentious namesake, could be present in the landscape and yet

hidden from public view.  Unlike other project namesakes such as Jane Addams and Julia

Lathrop, Wells’ position as a black feminist figure placed in her a position which

required a careful garreting, accomplished in this case by the enclosure of her diary and

photograph, among other historical documents, in the sealed stone that completed the

physical construction of the project.  The multilayered connections between this building

and the rest of the project connected this garret with the (social/political/physical)

geographies of the space, imbuing the landscape with Wells’ “unvisible” presence.

Ida B. Wells existed in a difficult social and political space even within the black

community and its leadership, which makes her a somewhat strange choice for project

namesake.  Born on July 16, 1862, in Holly Springs, Mississippi, Ida B. Wells came of

age in the Reconstruction South.  Her parents, former slaves, stressed the importance of

education and sent Wells to school at an early age.  While she was on a break from Rust

College in 1878, both her parents were killed by a yellow fever epidemic and the young

Wells had to return to Holly Springs to care for her younger siblings.  In need of work,

she became a schoolteacher at a country school in rural Mississippi.  A few years later,

she moved to Memphis and continued teaching a few miles outside of the city.  In 1883,

on a train outside of Memphis, she was asked to move from the first-class ladies coach to

the mixed-gender second-class coach, despite holding a first-class ticket.  She refused,

biting the hand of the conductor and having to be literally carried off the train.  She sued

the railroads and won, beginning her life of activism.  No longer satisfied with her life as

a teacher, she began publishing articles in a local newspaper and, by 1888, worked as a

full-time journalist writing under the name Iola.  In 1892, a series of lynchings shook the

Memphis area, inspiring Wells to write Southern Horrors and to embark on a lecture tour
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decrying the violence of the south, traveling extensively both in the United States and in

Europe.  Drawn to Chicago by the World’s Fair in 1893, Wells eventually moved to the

city and married Ferdinand Barnett, owner of the Chicago Conservator.  Despite a

growing family, Wells was able to hold a number of positions in black rights

organizations during the first decades of the twentieth century.  In 1930, she ran for a

state senate seat and lost.  Shortly thereafter, on March 25, 1931, she died of uremic

poisoning after a brief illness.68

During her time in Memphis and her lecture travels, Wells kept a fairly extensive

diary.  Her lengthy writings lend some insight to the personal struggles she faced as she

came of age as a black feminist figure in the late 19th century.  In her introduction to the

diary, Miriam DeCosta-Willis describes the “search for self-identity”69 with which Wells

struggled as she tried to negotiate a balance between her need to be an activist for her

race and her desire to embrace the domesticity and gender conventions required for her to

remain a “lady.”  The lengthy entries in the diary record everything from her political

opinions to the trials and tribulations of her love life.  Readers can see her negotiating

gender roles as she chooses “an active, male-related career while following a Victorian

script in her personal life,”70 attempting to live in both of the separate spheres

simultaneously.  The entries in her Chicago diary, begun in 1930, are terser but still

reveal the conflict in Wells between domesticity and her career.  Facing financial strain

and dealing with her son’s legal troubles, Wells blends notes on campaign proceedings

with concern for the issues effecting her family’s well-being.  In both cases, we can see in

Wells’ writing a deep loyalty to the struggles faced by African Americans and a desire to

                                                  
68 Linda O. McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida B. Wells (New York:  Oxford UP,
1998); Patricia Hill Collins, introduction to On Lynchings, by Ida B. Wells-Barnett (Amherst, NY:
Humanity Books, 2002), 5.
69 Miriam DeCosta-Willis, ed., The Memphis Diary of Ida B. Wells (Boston:  Beacon Press, 1995), 5.
70 Ibid., 4.
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do all she can to help those less fortunate than herself.  However, because of her strong

and vocal political positioning and work, she was always an uneasy and contentious

figure and is, in many ways, a difficult or uncomfortable choice for a housing project

namesake.

Her ability to do work in both the political and domestic realms makes her a

fitting choice for this particular project, however.  Administrative and publicity

documents about the Homes generally mixed themes of citizenship and political life with

discussions of the role of the home and family in community life.  The program from the

Ida B. Wells Homes Dedication Ceremony, held October 27, 1940, nearly three months

before the first residents would move into the Homes, provides an excellent example of

this type of rhetoric.  A brief essay by Oscar Brown, the housing manager, fills the first

interior page, and each paragraph begins with a word or phrase in bold capital letters:

CIVILIZATION, PUBLIC HOUSING, THE IDA B. WELLS HOMES, THE UNITED

STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY, OUR EARNEST HOPE.71  The prose tells a story

about the role of public housing in a post-frontier America, a place where the course of

civilization washes away “many physical and idealistic landmarks to which we have tried

to cling through the years”72 and where those who could have formerly gone west to the

frontier to seek their fortune now “find themselves only a part of the surging whole, no

longer self-sufficient to withstand the consequences of economic and social upheaval.”73

A partial solution to this problem, according to Brown, is public housing, which “make[s]

it possible for those who find themselves temporarily in distress to bring themselves out

of the slums and squalor.”74  The language in Brown’s essay mixes traditional American

                                                  
71 Program for the Dedication of the Ida B. Wells Homes, October 27, 1940.  The Ida B. Wells Papers,
Series XIII, Box 9, Folder 4, University of Chicago Library Special Collections.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
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political themes like self-sufficiency and meritocracy with the type of socialist-leaning

discourse one would expect from an employee and advocate of public housing.  His

narrative about the Homes presents them as a publicly sponsored stepping-stone on the

path of upward class mobility.75

However, the last paragraph of the essay emphasizes the role of the home and

physical health in community development.  The paragraph bears quoting at length:

OUR EARNEST HOPE is that in the IDA B. WELLS HOMES there will be an
opportunity for a wholesome kind of living for thousands of children and young
people, preserving them as valuable assets to themselves and to our community
and nation.  Here strong bodies and healthy minds may develop; here parents may
live and work together for the realization of the dream and ideal of every mother
and father and of that noble, courageous woman in whose memory these homes
have been named.76

While the first four paragraphs of the essay focus on American narratives of economic

mobility and citizenship through self-sufficiency, the final paragraph situates the project

as a place which will produce “strong bodies and healthy minds” and “preserve them” in

service of the community and nation.  Here the “dream and ideal” that Brown hopes will

be fulfilled by the project gets couched in terms of family development and physical,

social, and community health.  In addition to the creation of political subjects, then, the

project administration also intends for the space to develop physical and social health in

the community.  According to this rhetorical construction, the work of the project in this

way mirrors the work done by Wells in that it was intended to realize both political goals

and domestic development, and it worked to accomplish both within the same space.

While traditional conceptions of Wells’ political position might characterize her

as dually marginal—a woman in the masculine world of black political activism and a

                                                  
75 For further discussions of the role of class in the discourse of social and racial uplift within the black
community in this time period see Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race:  Black Leadership, Politics, and
Culture in the Twentieth Century, (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).
76 Program for the Dedication of the Ida B. Wells Homes.
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masculine political presence in the domestic sphere—McKittrick’s concept of garreting

can work against this tendency.  Although Ida Wells is not literally physically constrained

or contained by the cornerstone, a similar play between visibility and “unvisibility”

occurs in the story of the cornerstone time capsule as that which occurs in the slave

narrative of Linda Brent. The garreting of Wells is less literal than Brent’s, however.  The

cornerstone is less a physical garret than a symbolic one, a place in which the Ida B.

Wells Women’s Club could produce a representation or reproduction of Wells that could

then be hidden from view while remaining present in the landscape. Outside of a

scrapbook commemorating the fight to have the project named for Wells, the other

documents in the stone focus on the life, both personal and public, of Ida Wells.  A

biography of Wells written by her daughter, excerpts from an early diary, and excerpts

from a paper written near the end of her life create an intellectual and emotional

representation of Wells.  The cornerstone also included a portrait of Wells, a seeable

reproduction of her embodied self.  The self-confinement and active choice that produce

Brent’s critical geographic work also operate on a symbolic level here.  We can read both

the Wells Club and the cornerstone as representations or representatives of Ida Wells, as

symbols for her life and work, and in the act of garreting these documents in the

cornerstone, those who represent her chose to confine the legacy they represent within the

stone.

A future ceremonial opening of the time capsule to which Taylor alluded indicates

that the documents garreted in the cornerstone were not meant to remain permanently

“unvisible.”  However, during the early years of the project when the Homes were

intended to do the geographic work of remaking the social and political landscape of

Chicago’s south side, the documents would not be available to public view.  The

representation of Wells which the documents created would not, therefore, be open to
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interpretation or criticism as they might have been if they were situated as a museum-

style installment in either the administrative or community center wings.  Wells’ political

edge and the contention that surrounded her political and reform work during her lifetime

could be neutralized to some extent by confining her historical legacy to a space where it

would be unseeable.  She could be mobilized as a symbol for the things the project and its

“principals” wanted the space to exemplify—political activism, social reform and

educational integration in the city of Chicago, a commitment to domestic life—while

controlling which aspects of her character and her work were used for symbolic purposes.

Like Brent’s position in the garret, the documents’ position within the physical structure

of the administration building embedded the legacy of Wells within the project while

protecting that legacy from the dangers of visibility.  By hiding history in a sealed stone,

the “principals” who buried it could retain and protect the power of Wells’ name and

representation.  Allowing people, even residents of the project, to see and interpret

historical documents related to Wells’ life would create the potential for her symbolic

role within the project to be shifted and used toward ends that may not have been in line

with the ideological trajectory administrators and other vested interests intended for the

space.  The cornerstone garret provided a sense of control over Wells as a symbol, a

symbol which then became the literal cornerstone of the building which was the social,

cultural, and physical heart of the entire sprawling project.
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THE SOUTH SIDE GARRET

The symbolic work which the cornerstone garret does in the context of the

physical project mirrors the geographic work done by the project as whole within the city

of Chicago.  In the present time, it is easy to forget the hope that was once connoted by

the term “project.”77  The Projects now carry negative implications; the term conjures

images of crime-ridden, worn down neighborhoods full of nearly destitute people

inhabiting what many would call uninhabitable spaces.  However, in the 1930s and 1940s

during the inception of the public housing program, the projects remained hopeful spaces

intended to achieve particular social goals.  The term “low-income housing” is of course

relative, and in the 1930s, much of the population of the United States found itself living

if not within the low-income bracket, then certainly within spitting distance of it.  The

burgeoning field of urban sociology greatly influenced public opinion regarding blight

and slums, arguing that overcrowding and unsanitary spaces led to widespread social

problems like juvenile delinquency and unemployment.78  The public housing program

intended to address these social ills by creating dwelling spaces that were well ventilated,

clean, and spacious and by including lots of open space within the footprint of the project

to encourage healthy play among the children who lived there.  If the work of urban

sociologists informed the public’s geographical understanding of Chicago’s South Side,

                                                  
77 Both Arnold R. Hirsch’s Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago 1940-1960 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1983) and Sudhir Alladi Venkatesh’s American Project: The Rise and Fall of
a Modern Ghetto (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 2000) provide excellent expositions of the transformation
of public perceptions about the role and function of housing projects.  While both authors briefly recount
the early hope embodied by the projects, the majority of their texts concentrate on the declension of
Chicago’s housing projects.
78 The role of urban sociology in the creation of housing projects is especially significant in the case of
Chicago’s public housing considering the fact that much of the sociological research of the day came out of
the University of Chicago.  For examples of sociological studies on Chicago, see St. Clair Drake and
Horace Cayton’s Black Metropolis (1945), E. Franklin Frazier’s The Negro Family in Chicago (1932), and
Robert Park’s Race Relations and the Race Problem (1939) and The City: Suggestions for the Study of
Human Nature in the Urban Environment (1925).
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the remaking of the area’s geography was the “project” with which those invested in the

Ida B. Wells Homes concerned themselves.

Horace Cayton, Jr. and St. Clair Drake’s Black Metropolis; a study of Negro life

in a Northern City (1945) treats the Near Southside neighborhood in which the Homes

would be located in some detail.  Though Black Metropolis would not be published until

1945, the research that informed the document was collected in the late 1930s and early

1940s, the same time during which the Homes were under construction.  Though the text

never explicitly states that its source material comes from an earlier time than its imprint

would indicate, its reference to “the project”79 in a map of the city belies its post-war

publication.  It is clear from street names and landmarks on the map that the nameless

“project” to which the figure refers is the Ida B. Wells Homes.  As discussed in my

historical overview, the project had been named by 1938 and had been completed in

1941, well before the publication of Drake and Cayton’s study.  Because the project

remains unnamed and relatively unmentioned80 in the text, we can presume that much of

sociological data concerning its neighborhood was collected prior to its construction and

perhaps even prior to its naming.  This would indicate that the data was collected

sometime between 1935 and 1938, after the announcement of the allocation of funds for

the project but before the announcement of its politically-charged name.  If this is indeed

the case, the findings of this study would have reflected sociological perceptions of the

neighborhood not in 1945, but rather much earlier, during the time in which black

leadership in Chicago began to plan for and create the project.  In other words, Drake and

                                                  
79 St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Jr.  Black Metropolis (New York:  Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1945):
601.
80 The Ida B. Wells Homes are mentioned by name on page 603 of the text, but this is the only point at
which the existence of the project or its name comes up.
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Cayton’s portrayal of the neighborhood likely represents the dominant social geography

against which the Homes were intended to work.

Black Metropolis is a lengthy and incredibly detailed text littered with references

to the effect of physical and social environment on morality, family structure, and class

mobility.  One section in particular, entitled “The World of the Lower Class,” provides

particular insight into the relationship between physical space and social and community

life.81  Drake and Cayton describe the lower class communities on the South Side as

constituted by a “large group of disorganized and broken families, whose style of life

differs from that of the other social classes, but who are by no means ‘criminal’ except so

far as the children swell the ranks of the delinquents.”82  This large group exists alongside

the “church folks,” a smaller group of people who are trying to “advance themselves.”83

Criminals also inhabit this section of the social city, whom Drake and Cayton describe as

“denizens of the underworld,”84 ranging from “pimps and prostitutes” to “murderers.” 85

However, the authors point out that no discernible lines exist between these three groups,

commenting that “a given household may incorporate individuals of all three types.”86

Drake and Cayton write that when families find it difficult to keep their children

“straight,” it is not because of some inherent defect in the child, but rather is a product of

“the general physical and social environment of the lower-class neighborhoods.”87  Drake

and Cayton attribute the fluidity between “the so-called ‘respectable’ lowers”88 and the

                                                  
81 We can see vestiges of Robert Park in the work of Drake and Cayton.  See specifically his The City:
Suggestions for the Study of Human Nature in the Urban Environment (1925).
82 Drake and Cayton, Black Metropolis, 600.
83 Ibid.
84 Ibid.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
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criminal element to “low incomes and in-adequate housing,”89 which make it impossible

for neighbors to physically separate themselves from one another.  However, the text also

provides maps that indicate that though conditions are crowded, social club participation

in this area remains low.  In other words, outside of the church, Drake and Cayton note a

stark lack of community participation or involvement among citizens in this particular

area.

The presence of maps in the text reveals the deep and tangled relationship

between sociological study and the geographical construction of the city.  In Black

Metropolis, the social problems of the South Side Black Belt, which was the unofficially

segregated black sector of the city, are analyzed quantitatively, and those results are then

mapped onto the neighborhoods of South Chicago, coloring the area based on the relative

presence or absence of certain social factors.  The maps include specific street names and

landmarks, including some, such as the Wabash Y.M.C.A., which appear in texts related

to the Ida B. Wells Homes as well.  One notable map breaks Chicago’s urban areas into

five zones:  The Loop (Zone I), the Zone in Transition (Zone II), the Zone of

Workingmen’s Homes (Zone III), the Residential Zone (Zone IV), and the Commuter’s

Zone (Zone V).  On this map, the Black Belt is represented as a single black bar located

mostly in Zones II and III, with a small overhang into Zone IV.90  Maps such as these

work to reduce and categorize black life without discussing the social factors and power

structures that underlie such spatial formations.  The text of Black Metropolis describes a

world in which the boundaries between working class families and criminal elements

become blurry due to spatial limitations in black neighborhoods, which were generally

created by (white) real estate interests that wanted to control and contain the black

                                                  
89 Ibid.
90 Ibid.
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population of the city.  The maps in the text, however, paint a picture of a social

geography that erases liminality and defines regions by dominant social traits rather than

leaving room for struggle or negotiation by an area’s population.  The map mentioned

above implies that the black population of Chicago would have been either “in

Transition” or composed of “workingmen,” despite the fact that restrictive covenants and

redlining confined even firmly economically middle-class families to these lower- or

working-class zones.  In other words, the categories into which this map places

neighborhood residents does not necessarily accurately reflect the real relationships

between space, power, and population occurring in this area during the Depression era.

In this process of defining regions of the city, classifying them as slum, and mapping the

findings onto real spaces, we see the power of sociology and sociological study to create

the political and social geography of Chicago and to inform public understanding of

urban spaces through geographic assertions.

The Ida B. Wells Homes tell a “different” geographic story, however.  The Homes

responded to the social and political geographies created through the work of sociologists

like Drake and Cayton through a process of garreting.  Through a self-confinement and

careful control of visibility, the black community created a “loophole of retreat” within

the predominantly white power structures that otherwise controlled the physical space of

the city that was meant to serve as the first step toward equality in housing.  Though not

physically hidden, as Brent was, black leadership, specifically the project management,

carefully negotiated the public image of the project and its residents during its

construction and early years, creating a kind of projected visibility that could conceal

anything about the neighborhood that might sully public perception.  Just as with Brent’s

attic space, the Homes stood neither outside of dominant power structures nor remained

wholly subject to them, but rather existed across them, producing an alternative
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geography “in tandem with” or by negotiating with “practices of domination.”  Despite

the boosterism of the public press, the decision to build and occupy the Homes was in

many ways a painful spatial choice for the black community as a whole, one which

provided certain benefits at the cost of a rigid confinement.

The themes of appearance and visibility as they appear in the literature produced

by both administrators and residents of the project further illuminate the role garreting

played in the geographic work done by the project and its residents.  Appearance pops up

frequently in the literature related to tenant selection.  Although there is a dearth of

information related to selection processes in the historical record, the Community News

and early drafts of a text called “History of Public Housing for Negroes,” published in

1954 by the Intergroup Relations Branch of the PWA, both include brief discussions of

tenant selection procedures.  An article entitled, “Selecting a Few From Many” ran in the

first edition of the Community News and outlined the process by which tenants for the

Homes were selected from among the thousands of applicants.  The article, written by

Lillian Summers, Supervisor of Applications, is framed as a conversation between herself

and “one of a group of women who had come to inspect the Project’s model four room

apartment.”91  According to Summers, the office of the Tenant Selection Division

received 17,000 applications92 for 1,662 available apartments, some of which arrived as

early as 1938.  Of these applications, the office interviewed 6,000 families.93  Those who

met certain selection criteria were then subject to a home inspection, intended to

                                                  
91 Lillian Summers, “Selecting a Few from the Many,” The Ida B. Wells Community News, April 18, 1941,
4.  Edith T. Ross Collection, Oversize Material, Folder 10, University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special
Collections.
92 The official Public Housing Authority records report a more modest 13106 applications for 1,662 spots.
(Reports Containing Statistics on Public Housing Operations 1939-1969, R&S 15A-15B (1940-1941), Box
55, Folder 4, Public Works Administration Housing Division files, Record Group 196, National Archives
II, College Park, MD.)
93 It is worth noting that the applicants for these apartments are predominantly referred to as “families”
rather than “residents,” “tenants,” or another generic designation.
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quantitatively determine if the family had “sufficient light and air, suitable sleeping space

and privacy…[in a] building free of rats and vermin…[in a] neighborhood…with

pleasant and desirable social surroundings.”94  Summers states that although the home

interview process might seem subjective, a 32-point “scoring system set up by experts in

the field of housing”95 allowed for a “fair” evaluation and comparison of each situation.

Here, the administration of the Homes and the CHA adopts the language and

methodology of social scientists in an attempt to quantify a lived experience of space.

When called upon to present the process of tenant selection to outsiders who had come in

to “inspect” a “model” unit, Summers uses quantitative language to project an image of

scientific exactness and authority.  In reality, those tenant selection workers visiting

homes and interviewing applicants might have been swayed by any number of subjective

factors, like whether or not the interviewer knew or liked the applicant, or even whether

or not the interviewer closely related to this or that applicant.  The administration of the

project and the CHA understood the power inherent in quantitative language and design,

however, and Summers uses the language of social science to portray the Homes as a

space that would accomplish reform.  If social scientific discourse had been responsible

for geographic work that was detrimental to public perceptions of black space and black

life in the city, Summer’s appropriation of that language to elucidate the process of tenant

selection at the Homes indicates an attempt to fight these geographies on their own terms.

By adopting this language, the administration of the project works to create an alternative

or “different” social geography within this space, stripping the dominant geographies

constructed and mapped by the Chicago School of Sociology of some of their power

through an active engagement with the force of their discourse.

                                                  
94 Summers, “Selecting a Few from the Many.”
95 Ibid.
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 “A History of Public Housing for Negroes” also discusses tenant selection and

refers explicitly to the role of tenant appearance in that process.  The document cites

“Outline of General Procedure for Tenant Selection, October 11, 1935,” a guide which

would have been in use prior to the decentralization of the housing program but which

provides guidelines similar to those outlined in Summers’ article.  According to this

document, initial applications were accepted or rejected based on income, quality of

current living quarters, and the presence of children in the home.  Those families who

passed the initial evaluation were then “rated” empirically according to these same three

factors and the additional factor of their “general desirability – that is, whether they

appeared neat, conscientious, law-abiding, and so on.” 96  In other words, during home

interviews, applicants were not only ranked based on the purportedly quantifiable factors

listed in the Community News article, but were also judged based on whether they

appeared desirable.  Families who were to live in public housing needed to project an

image of conscientiousness, neatness, and lawfulness.  The wholly unscientific factor of

“general desireability” belies the rhetoric of social science Summers uses to lend

authority to the selection process.  It reinforces, however, the importance of appearance

and visible projection for those producing an alternative geography through their

inhabitation of the Homes.

Appearance and visibility also appear in another article from the Community

News, tellingly entitled, “Seeing Ourselves As Others See Us.”  The article’s author,

Flora E. Hughley, addresses the responsibility of the tenants in the creation and

maintenance of a public image for the project, specifically with regard to the visual

appearance of the Homes.  She begins by explaining that “the outer appearance of the

                                                  
96 “Studies: A History of Public Housing for Negroes,” 1954, p. 15, Records of the Intergroup Relations
Branch 1936-1963, Box 1, Folder 1, Public Works Administration Housing Division files, Record Group
196, National Archives II, College Park, MD.
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homes is what the general public sees”97 and that “to the average outsider, every minor

detail is important, because he has a scrutinizing eye.”98  Hughley notes that visitors from

the wider city, specifically “women’s clubs, and student bodies of both races,”99 regularly

visit the model apartment that is now “open to the public”100 and often walk their

“scrutinizing eyes” around the grounds of the rest of the project during their visits.

Hughley cautions her readers that, “the first impression is a lasting one” and goes on to

list three specific resident behaviors that she deems to be “unsightly:”

(a) The milkman receiving bottles from the window on the first floor apartment of
one of our homes; (b) Several items used for personal hygiene seen hanging in
bath room [sic] windows. This glass used in our bath room windows is only
frosted, therefore these articles are not invisible from the outside; (c) A quilt hung
out to dry or to air on one of the fourth floor balconies.101

She notes that she has “observed” this behavior within the project and wants residents to

be aware of the impression these actions might make on visitors.  The rhetoric of vision

appears most prominently here in (b), where Hughley not only states that she has “seen”

the offending articles hanging in windows, but emphatically comments that these articles

are “not invisible” to those outside the owner’s living space.  Interestingly, her language

does not construct these articles as necessarily “visible,” but rather “not invisible,”

placing them between visibility and invisibility in a sort of dangerous limbo where they

could potentially be noticed and judged, though not necessarily.  Hughley’s language

indicates an understanding that those living within the space did not intentionally make

unsightly articles visible, which would have been an active choice about public

                                                  
97 Flora E. Hughley, “Seeing Ourselves as Others See Us,” The Ida B. Wells Community News, April 18,
1941, 12.  Edith T. Ross Collection, Oversize Material, Folder 10, University of Illinois at Chicago Library
Special Collections.
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid.
100 Ibid.
101 Ibid.  Author’s emphasis.
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appearance, but rather failed to make the unsightly invisible, leaving the project open to

the judgment of outsiders through a failure to control who could or could not see what.

The act of policing the visible emphasized here echoes the work done by Brent in

her garret, wherein she created a space of freedom by controlling who could or could not

see her physical self and reversing the logic of visualization from which slavery drew

power.  The process that occurred in the Homes is less straightforward, however, due to

the different actors invested in vision, power, and control within the swarming social

world of the project.  It is too simple to say that the black community, specifically the

residents of the project, wanted to hide the unsightly from “outsiders,” a term which

could imply whiteness if viewed through the lens of a simplified white/black binary, or

which could imply an intraracial class distinction. In fact, it is difficult to say anything

about what residents of the project wanted to hide or reveal because their voices were not

actively recorded and are markedly absent from the historical record.102  We do know that

there were residents, such as Hughley, who wanted the “unsightly” to be hidden from

outsider view, but the very presence of the article also indicates other processes at work.

By addressing the issue of the unsightly being left visible, Hughley reveals the presence

of residents who either did not understand the nature of “unsightly” behaviors as Hughley

defines them or who did not deem such behaviors as something that needed to be hidden.

Residents were selected based on their ability to project an image of “general

desirability” at their interviews and home visits, but this tells us only a partial story since
                                                  
102 J.S. Fuerst’s book When Public Housing Was Paradise:  Building Community In Chicago (2005)
contains a collection of oral histories taken from former (and a handful of current) project residents in the
1990s.  However, the introduction to the text, a celebration of what public housing was during some sort of
imagined golden past, indicates that those taking the histories and those editing the collection had a vested
interest in a utopian vision of early housing projects.  Unfortunately, this edited collection stands as the
only historical record of the voices of project residents, as Fuerst did not deposit either tapes or transcripts
of the original interviews into any archive.  It may be possible in the future to construct a more accurate
pictures of daily life in the projects by way of these interviews if and when they are made available to
researchers.  For the purposes of this project, however, it remains necessary to create a picture of life in the
projects using other sources.
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a certain level of performance by potential residents at such interviews would not be

surprising.  While those interviewed and selected might actually have been more neat,

conscientious, and law-abiding than those rejected by the selection committee, the only

thing the emphasis on appearance really tells us is that the administration of the project

and those responsible for tenant selection valued these traits highly.  Project leadership

wanted to fill the project with families who embodied such traits and also wanted the

wider public to know that those living in the project had earned their spot by embodying

them.

This tension between management and residents and also between residents like

Hughley and those she reprimands comprises the notion of self-containment so critical to

a garret’s ability to do geographic work for a the subject it contains/constrains.  In the

case of the Homes, self-containment occurred on a community level through a process of

negotiation revealed in documents like Hughley’s article.  As we have seen in selections

from public press coverage of the Homes and in official documents related to their

construction and occupancy, the administration of the project and leadership in the city’s

wider black community saw the Homes as a space which would have the ability to alter

perceptions of working- and lower-class black life in the face of competing narratives of

crime, poverty, weak family structure, and other social ills.  The project would “project”

an image to the wider world that would create space and rationale for additional state and

institutional investments in the black community, specifically with regard to affordable

and livable housing, by producing an alternative geography, a “different” geographic

story, in which clean, well ventilated spaces, playgrounds, and strong community would

replace the slums.  However, this story could only be produced through the painful spatial

choice made by black leadership and project administration to control and regulate, to

confine, this space within an already ghettoized area of a deeply (if unofficially)
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segregated city.  Rather than demanding black citizens be given the right to find

affordable housing in white areas of the city, where rents were often significantly lower

for similar if not better accommodations, black leadership chose to invest their efforts in

black inclusion in the public housing program, even if that meant continued segregation

and ghettoization of black neighborhoods and citizens. Through a system of careful

monitoring and community surveillance, the management of the project and interested

community members worked to ensure that the parts of the project that would be visible

to the public, the parts that would be open to inspection and critique, would be carefully

contained, both by administrative structures, like the selection process, and by

community self-monitoring like that which Hughes’ article evinces.  The process of self-

containment that allowed the Homes to perform the geographic work of a garret was a

dynamic process of individual choice and structural control, a process in which practices

of domination like spatial segregation worked “in tandem” with the processes of project

life to produce this particular “loophole of retreat.”  By making the active choice to

contain and constrain black life within a particular space and to control the way in which

that life could be seen by the wider public, the black community could produce a space

that opposed the dominant image and geographic articulation of black life, reversing the

logic of visualization inherent in Chicago’s system of racial oppression.

There is evidence of resistance to this type of social control on the part of at least

a portion of the black community around the time that the selection process for the

Homes began.  A press release issued by the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) before

the project opened reveals a public fear about what personal freedoms would have to be

sacrificed in order to live in the Homes.  The release states, “Some of the prospective

tenants want to know whether or not the lights will be turned off at the house at 9:30 p.m.

Others have asked whether it is true that, if an apartment dweller leaves his home, it is
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necessary to leave his key with the janitor.”103  These questions, which must have reached

the CHA in a high enough volume to evoke a public response, indicate an awareness on

the part of at least a portion of the black community that this type of housing would not

be exactly like the spaces in which they currently lived.  Again, we cannot know the

exact motivations behind the questions raised, but we can posit a few possibilities.  The

question about turning the lights out could be related to a concern about how housing

costs could be so low for an apartment whose rent included heat, electricity, and water.

Perhaps in order to cut costs, management would control how many hours a day a family

could use their electric lights.  This same question could also be related to the idea of a

curfew for residents.  In order to control behavior, perhaps, the project management

would institute a mandatory “lights out” at 9:30 p.m. like the administration of a summer

camp or the group of adults running a church lock-in.  Perhaps this early lights-out would

be a way to encourage residents to go to bed early and to get up early, helping them to

avoid the late-night vices available in the neighborhoods surrounding the project and to

become better, Poor-Richard’s-Almanac-type American citizens.

The second question, about residents needing to leave keys with the janitor,

speaks to fears about the control of physical mobility and the ownership of space.  If the

project administration or the maintenance staff controlled access to the individual homes,

it would have been more difficult for project residents to feel an ownership of the space

they inhabited and its contents.  Perhaps this control over access would allow the

administration to punish late rent or messy hallways by revoking a resident’s right to

enter his or her own home.  Perhaps residents returning home late would be subject to

sobriety tests or some line of questioning about the night’s activities before being allowed

                                                  
103 Press release, Chicago Housing Authority, September 3, 1940, The Ida B. Wells Papers, Series XIII,
Box 9, Folder 4, University of Chicago Library Special Collections.
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to reenter.  Although leaving a key with a janitor could be a fairly innocuous nuisance for

residents, the larger questions raised about who could be/belonged where and who

controlled whose motion into and out of this space indicate the deeper implications of this

particular rumor.

Both rumors addressed in this press release could certainly, on a superficial level,

have been about bothersome rules.  However, if we begin to unpack these rumors and to

infer what larger fears the presence of these rumors signify, these simple statements paint

a picture of a section of the community that was aware of (and wary of) the fact that the

only way for the city to afford this low-cost housing would be to recoup additional

expenses in some other form.  Those Southerners who had become part of Chicago’s

black community because of the Great Migration would have had memories of the

sharecropping system or of the economic trap of migrant agricultural work.104  Those

who had always lived in the city of Chicago would have been aware of the political

corruption of the city and the role of real estate interests and white supremacist attitudes

in controlling who could or could not live/go/be where.  For a certain portion of the black

community, the memories or present realities of oppression through the control of space

made the Homes seem too good to be true.  The press release reads like an administrative

response to a faction of the community asking the CHA, “What’s the catch?”

The CHA concisely dismisses the fears addressed above, however, responding,

“The responsibility of tenants to the Chicago Housing Authority and the responsibility of

the Authority to the tenants approximates the same tenant-landlord relationships existing

                                                  
104 For discussions of the effect of the Great Migration on northern urban culture, see James N. Gregory,
The Southern Diaspora: How the Great Migrations of Black and White Southerners Transformed America
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2005); Daniel M. Johnson and Rex R. Campbell,
Black Migration in America: A Social Demographic History (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 1981); Joe William
Trotter, Jr., The Great Migration in Historical Perspective: New Dimensions of Race, Class, and Gender
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana UP, 1991).
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throughout the city.”105  The key word in this sentence is “approximates.”  While

certainly the CHA did not ask residents to turn off their lights or turn in their keys, the

multi-step selection process for residents and its emphasis on “general desirability” points

to a tenant-landlord relationship characterized by a level of selectivity and control not

exactly the same as similar “existing” relationships.  However, for some residents,

trading better housing for additional surveillance and community monitoring made sense

or was at least a worthwhile exchange.  Residents like Hughley were invested in the

overall ideological goal of the project—one of social uplift and personal class

mobility—and did not mind limiting or modifying their use of space to fit the project’s

mold for residents.  It is also possible that residents like these did not need to modify their

lifestyles to conform to the project’s public image because they were already living their

lives as “generally desirable” citizens of the black community.  Further, though we

cannot know to what extent other residents chafed against administrative and community-

enforced restrictions to the use of visible space, we can assume that those willing to

accept a spot within the project would have been willing, at least to some extent, to forfeit

any of the small freedoms they were required to give up in order to gain livable housing.

Even those who wanted to dry quilts on the balcony would have understood that the Ida

B. Wells Homes were not just another apartment building or rental home.  The press

release discussed above indicates that awareness.

However, as I said above, the geographic work performed by the Homes was a

dynamic process that mixed individual choice and structural control to produce a self-

containment that allowed space for particular freedoms (freedom from squalor, freedom

from crime, freedom from cold) in exchange for allowing oneself or ones family to be

monitored and, to some extent, controlled.  As in Linda Brent’s garret, the processes of

                                                  
105 Press release, Chicago Housing Authority, September 3, 1940.
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domination worked “in tandem” with difficult or painful spatial choices on the part of the

black community as a whole to create a “loophole of retreat” that was seen by many

people within black leadership as the first step toward something better—middle-class

life, relief from widespread social problems, and institutional and financial support from

the city government for projects of racial and social uplift.  Individuals and individual

families made the choice to live within the Homes and to risk whatever social control

might be exercised over them in order to have access to livable housing and educational

and community resources.  The administration attempted to maintain a systemic control

over the entire project by monitoring the population and carefully selecting residents.

Community members like Hughley mediated between the administrative controls and the

individual choices of residents.  And at the end of an analysis, we can see that the

creation of this South Side garret indeed tells a “different” geographic story, one that

cannot be reduced to white oppression of the black population or black upper-class

oppression of the working class, but rather begs to be understood as a complex

interaction between races, classes, social groups, individuals, and agencies.  Factions of

the community accepted self-segregation and mobilized it to improve their individual

lives, both really and symbolically.  Other factions embraced it and saw themselves as

responsible for a project of racial uplift.  The story of the Ida Wells Homes is the story of

a swirling mass of people making choices and acting according to and against

expectations in an effort to create a livable space in which they could produce certain

freedoms at the expense of others.  What needs to be recognized is that through

individual and collective actions within the swirling mass, the community of the Homes

and the wider black community in Chicago performed important geographic work and

created a new kind of space.  The present (yet absent) debates within the community did

as much to create and color the appearance and reality of life in the project as any
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collective effort.  These divisions and conflicts neither hindered nor helped this effort

exclusively, but rather collided and combined to produce the reality of a lived space

located at the corner of 35th and Cottage Grove.

 In our effort to understand just what shape this alternative geography took, it is

helpful to think about the Ida B. Wells Homes as a space of license for the black

community. Returning to Lepselter, we can read the Ida B. Wells Homes as a scene in

which the Depression-era black community in Chicago negotiated with state power in a

mode similar to that exhibited by Lepselter’s ethnographic subjects.  The conflicts,

contradictions, confirmations, agreements, alliances, and concessions that created both

the public image of the project and the daily, lived experience of a project resident,

employee, or administrator also defined and negotiated the boundaries of permissible

behavior, space, and movement for those who had agreed to live within the sociological

exercise that the Ida B. Wells Homes made manifest.  The black community fought for

and produced certain freedoms within the space:  freedom to inhabit livable space,

freedom from cold showers and cold rooms, freedom from poverty and crime.  In

exchange, the black community allowed a certain level of confinement for project

residents, primarily in the forms of spatial confinement within the footprint of the project

on the South Side and behavioral confinement to preset standards of “general

desirability.”  The physical borders of the Homes butted up against white residential

neighborhoods and white business districts.  Both the administrative selection process

and an internal monitoring system kept behavior within boundaries that were in many

ways defined by dominant white and upper- or middle-class black attitudes regarding

proper domesticity.  And yet the whole story of the Homes cannot be reduced to a

narrative about white oppression of black folk, nor to a narrative about internal class-

based black oppression.  The black public in Chicago clamored for better housing, and
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black leadership fought for this particular option.  The community as a whole made a

painful spatial choice of self-confinement in order to create a space where certain

freedoms could be exercised, despite being bounded by dominant geographies of power.
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CONCLUSION

What I have attempted to do in this essay is to present the narrative of the Ida B.

Wells Homes as a more complicated story about black geographic work than dominant

narratives about public housing might suggest.  While I resist the idea that public housing

was ever a utopian space in which social problems ceased to exist, I am sympathetic to

authors like J.S. Fuerst106 who want to tell a redemptive story about these constructed and

controlled spaces.  Clearly, housing projects were not always the crime-ridden, prison-

like structures that the term today implies.107  However, neither were they ever perfect

spaces completely free from crime or prison-like controls.  By examining housing

projects through the lens of McKittrick’s work on garreting or Lepselter’s idea of license,

we can begin to tell a complex story about negotiation among individual actors, the state,

and a wider racial community that mirrors and expands on the work begin done by

scholars like Sudhir Alladi Venkatesh (American Project: The Rise and Fall of A Modern

Ghetto) and Arnold R. Hirsch (Making the Second Ghetto:  Race and Housing in

Chicago 1940-1960).  The portrayal of projects in the popular media and in certain

sociological texts often produces or reproduces a simplistic narrative of oppression,

poverty, and crime without taking into account the forms of life that do indeed exist

                                                  
106 Fuerst’s text When Public Housing Was Paradise:  Building Community In Chicago (2005) is discussed
in more depth in footnote 102.
107 I do not want to imply here that housing projects ever became a space in which class- and race-based
negotiations ceased to take place.  An understanding of the geographic work done by populations
inhabiting unlivable or undesirable spaces is critical to the reclamation of agency for people whom it is
often easier to see as victims of the state or of its systemic racism/classism.  However, I cannot speak to
that issue within this essay as my research has focused on the early development and implementation of this
particular housing project, and my analysis necessarily must focus on what I know.  However, I encourage
future research on the continuing negotiations that occurred within these spaces as they changed over time,
eventually becoming the kind of slums they were intended to replace/erase.  If we complicate the simple
stories people want to tell about life in “The Projects,” we can create space for political and policy work
that might create real, tenable solutions to the social/political/racial strife and problems that plague these
urban regions.
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within the walls of the project.108  However, as this essay hopefully reveals, inhabiting a

space is always a process of negotiation and compromise, of action and reaction.  In the

case of the Ida B. Wells Homes, the boundaries of the project, which the administration

of the project and its other “principals” created, produced space for the freedoms that

project residents experienced.  In the actual physical production of the space,

administrators and interested community members negotiated the involvement of black

skilled and unskilled labor amid the dominant racial geography of Chicago’s unionized

labor force.  White real estate interests fought against the physical boundaries of the

project, and black leadership and public opinion pushed back.  Although the rhetoric of

the project’s projected effect on behavior fell within the well-defined boundaries of

contemporary sociological thought, the existence of the project in a carefully categorized

space still worked against these dominant narratives by reconfiguring the nature of daily

life in a space that had been classified as “troubled.” Within the world of the project, each

resident also negotiated with social boundaries through the activities of daily life, at times

respecting them and at other times transgressing them or shifting them, helping to

redefine social space through their individual actions.  When unsightly behaviors collided

with the sensibilities and aspirations of those residents of the community who were

invested in the importance of the physical appearance of the space, instruments of

internal monitoring pushed back, altering and shifting the social boundaries of the space

through the conflict.  It is difficult to keep in mind all of the various facets of interaction

inherent in the production of a community or the creation of a space, but we lose the big

picture, the network of individual and collective actions that produces the image of the

project, when we begin to leave them out.  The complexity here is integral to the

                                                  
108 Venkatesh’s excellent preface and introduction to American Project expand more fully on public
perceptions of project life and how scholarship can work against them.
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production of alternative or “different” geographies that can work against more powerful

or dominant geographical discourses that portray the black community as a group without

agency, a group victimized by history and by systemic structures, without allowing space

for the reality of alternative ways of being.

The Homes were not solely a scene of oppression, nor were they solely a

liberatory space.  They were an area in which dominant and subversive ideas collided,

where active participants made choices that created a self-contained, transcendent,

oppressive, emancipatory space in which residents could trade certain restrictions for

certain freedoms and from which black leadership in Chicago could project an image of

the black community while masking detrimental or “unsightly” elements.  Boundaries

to/within this space both produced freedoms and served as restrictions to them in a

dynamic operation that began in the process of the Homes’ creation and construction and

continued through its inhabitation and presentation to the wider public in Chicago.
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